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with just the one tweet. I’m sure that’s where he’s going to come from at some point. You used Bill O’Reilly’s “girly man,” a
phrase about someone being too emasculated to know how to react to a compliment, to describe Rush Limbaugh, who is,
according to your book, not only an asshole, but a misogynist. You’ve covered a lot of men like that over the years. What is it
about Rush’s particular brand of douchey masculinity that makes him so different from, say, the caddish Gary Hart? I think Bill
Clinton is the best person in the world to ask this question. Back in the ’90s, he was so fundamentally exposed to and so
overwhelmed by the Rush campaign, and not just Rush the radio host but Rush the political force. So he really studied him in
depth. What was Rush about, in the ’90s, that Clinton responded to? He was saying that the people he was running for office
against were all women. I believe he even said Clinton was a woman. Or maybe the other way around, I can’t remember which.
O’Reilly and Rush are similar in that they use their trademark catchphrases as a way of marketing themselves to their listeners.
Rush’s is “the lowdown.” O’Reilly’s is “the girly man.” I’d like to see you take this a step further and do a book about the
lowdown and the girly man. Yeah, I want to do a whole book about people who say “the girly man” or “the lowdown” because
they’ve learned that they work really well for this. They look for something that people are going to latch onto and respond to
really strongly. And the fact that the same word is used by two extremely different people 570a42141b
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